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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the design and simulation of a 

network interface unit (NIU) for a picture archiving and 

communication system (PACS) network called PACnet. PACnet 

is a dual fiber optic ring network under development at 

the Computer Engineering Research Laboratory of the 

University of Arizona. This network integrates voice, 

data, and image communications in a hospital environment 

and supports a throughput rate between 200-500 megabits 

per second. At each node in the network, an NIU 

implements the Data Link Layer and Physical Layer 

protocols of PACnet. 

The initial network interface unit design for PACnet 

was a functional description of NIU protocols and major 

components. In order to construct a demonstration 

prototype of PACnet, the NIU description must be refined 

and an architecture must be specified. The NIU design is 

specified and simulated using the hardware description 

language VHDL- Simulation results provide information on 

NIU timing characteristics and logic families required to 

implement the NIU. 
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CH2kFTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The vast amounts of medical images and information 

generated by today's clinical services is a growing problem. 

The solution to the problem will increasingly require the use 

of advanced technologies in data storage, image display, and 

communications. As the number of digital imaging machines 

increases, the need arises to develop a comprehensive system 

for storing and retrieving large amounts of data [DAL87]. 

Since 1981 this kind of system has been referred to as a PACS 

(picture archiving and communication system). PACS are 

expected to speed diagnoses and reduce mismanagement of films 

which is inherent to manually handled information. 

Digital picture archiving and communications systems 

(PACS) promise efficient image data management and high 

performance display for radiology information [MAR89]. The 

resulting communications requirements necessitate wideband 

networks which support transmission of high resolutions 

digital pictures with response time acceptable to the clinical 

radiologist. 

In recent years, significant progress has been made 

in such diagnostic imaging systems as computed radiography. 
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X-ray Computed Tomography, Ultrasound, Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging, and the electronic endoscope. These imaging 

techniques generate large quantities of digital image data. 

As a result, the amount of diagnostic information with respect 

to each patient has increased. Efficient retrieval and 

storage of images is not only desirable, but becoming 

necessary in today's radiology departments. 

PACs components include radiology imaging equipment, 

distributed and central image archiving facilities, and 

significant numbers of user workstations and graphics display 

nodes. These devices will be interconnected by high speed 

local area networks capable of distributing information 

ranging from simple control messages to large image files of 

several megabytes while offering users a response of several 

seconds. The image files must be delivered reliably within 

a couple of seconds. It is the objective of our PACS 

technology to exactly meet the user's requirements instead of 

pressing him into the template of a technology-driven PACS. 

Early in the evolution of digital imaging modalities 

investigators recognized the potential for a totally digital 

radiology department. The true PACS required to support a 

totally digital radiology department is by definition a 

networked, distributed processing environment in which the 

data objects of primary interest are images. The magnitude 

of data is one of the fundamental characteristics which 
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separates PACS from more common, existing distributed networks 

[MAN88, MAR88]. This characteristic imposes severe 

constraints on the lower limits of performance for all the 

components of any PACS. 

1.1 Overview of PACnet 

PACnet is picture archiving and communication system 

network currently under development at the Computer 

Engineering Research Laboratory of the University of Arizona 

[NEM88]. This network links different units in the medical 

imaging environment and allows the exchange of images and 

associated patient data in a fast, reliable manner. PACnet 

is designed to carry image, voice image pointing overlay, and 

patient data over a fiber optic ring. Such a network will 

support the consultive nature of a radiology department. To 

satisfy user response time constraints and allow for flexible 

station attachment, the network is designed to support data 

throughput speeds between 200-500 Mbps, It is intended that 

the throughput speed of the network will be fixed at 

installation time. The PACnet architecture is shown in Figure 

1. 

1.1.1 Network Functions 

As noted earlier, the requirements placed upon a 

network in a PACS environment exceed the capability of 

conventional computer networks. Each data type places 
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different demands on the network. For instance, the length 

of messages transmitted over the network can vary from a few 

bytes to several megabytes. In addition, image and voice data 

can tolerate some amount of data error while control data must 

be error free. Also, it is necessary to transfer voice and 

image overlay data in real-time and to have a response time 

of less than two seconds to an image request. 

These contradictory requirements for a PACS network 

suggest that a multi-dimensional network protocol be adopted. 

Each protocol in a multi-dimensional network should serve a 

specific data type that is exchanged via the network. PACnet 

is decomposed into three functional categories which are 

designated by the nature of information, the type of 

processing, and the typical size of data packets. Each 

functional category of PACnet is assigned a logical channel 

on the network. The three channels of the network are as 

follows. The data channel transfers low density messages over 

the network. This is network control data and patient or 

image associated data. The real-time channel provides 

facilities to exchange voice and image overlay data in real 

time. Finally, the image channel allows the fast transfer of 

images from one node to another. 

1.1.2 Components 
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PACnet consists of three major components: a dual 

fiber optic ring, a ring control station (CS), and network 

interface units (NIUs). To increase the reliability of the 

system, a dual optical ring is used to link the NIUs. Under 

normal operating conditions, one ring is used for data 

transmission while the other ring is an idle back up. Signals 

flow in one direction on the primary ring until failure 

occurs. This dual ring topology allows the ring to recover 

from a variety of faults, such as a cut cable or a failed 

node. 

The control station has supervisory function for the 

whole network. It is responsible for the protocol and network 

management. It supervises access to the image and voice 

channels and keeps track of users, requests> and logical 

channels. The three major functions of the control station 

are; generating the ring frame every 125 microseconds, 

changing and allocating the user region of the channels, and 

monitoring the token passing function to recover from various 

error situations. 

The NIU allows uniform access to the network. At each 

node in PACnet, an NIU implements the data link layer and the 

physical layer protocols. The NIU is designed to operate at 

discrete throughput speeds between 200-500 Mbps. 

1.2 Thesis Objective 
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During the last eight years more than sixty different 

media access protocols for networks operating in the 50 to 

5,000 Mbps region have been reported [SK089]. In the 

literature, such protocols are typically designed, compared, 

and improved by means of analytical or simulation models of 

the networks. This procedure often results in complex channel 

access schemes for optimizing the delay and throughput 

characteristics of the networks. However, the implementation 

aspects of these protocols are often neglected or only briefly 

discussed. Thus, difficulties occur when high speed networks 

are realized. Typically, complicated access procedures must 

be executed very quickly to match the data transmission speed 

of the optical communication technology. Implementation 

problems can make it necessary to modify the original access 

scheme or otherwise inhibit the performance of the network. 

The objective of this research is to design and 

simulate the PACnet NIU. The work presented in this thesis 

indicates that implementation related problems associated with 

high speed networks can be identified and addressed before a 

network prototype is ever realized. By using advanced VLSI 

simulation tools, network system designers can assess 

component technologies needed to implement high speed access 

protocols. 

1.2.1 Design of PACnet Network Interface Unit 
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Previous research has provided a general description 

of the functions of the network interface unit for PACnet 

[NEM88]. The design presented here will provide a detailed 

architectural and component specification for the NIU. The 

simulation tool, the VHSIC Hardware Description Language 

(VHDL) is used to model and simulate the NIU. Simulation 

results will not only validate the proposed design, they will 

also provide values for system parameters of the NIU, 

specifically the data throughput and amount of latency each 

NIU adds to the ring. 

VHDL is a powerful VLSI simulation tool standardized 

by the Department of Defense and the IEEE [IEE88]. The power 

of VHDL lies in its flexibility. VHDL allows circuits to be 

modelled at various levels of abstraction. Circuits can be 

modelled according behavior, structure, or data flow. Also, 

the model level can vary from an algorithm description down 

to a logic gate. 

1.2.2 Approach 

To meet the objective of this thesis it is first 

necessary to refine the initial NIU description. The 

protocols of the data link layer and physical layer are 

examined and their functions are partitioned into block 

diagrams. The design process is initiated from the functional 

block diagrams. 
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The design progresses through three steps: behavioral 

specification, structural decomposition, and functional or 

architectural definition. The behavioral specification is 

generally given by state diagrams and algorithms. The 

structural decomposition represents a partitioning of the 

behaviors into functional groups, while the architectural 

definition is essentially a register transfer level 

description of the digital components of the NIU. VHDL, lEEE-

1076 standard, will be used to simulate the NIU during the 

final two steps of the design process, as shown in Figure 2. 

A VAX 8600 is used as a simulator host. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROTOCOL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PACnet NIU 

The functions of the NIU protocols are listed as 
follows: 

1. PHYSICAL LAYER 
a. Data Encoding/Decoding 
b. Clock Recovery 

2. DATA LINK LAYER 
a. Media Access 
b. Channel Multiplexing 
b. Ring Recovery 
c. Error Detection 

Description of these functions are given in the 

following sections. 

2.1 Overview of NIU Functions 

Basically/ the NIU receives data from an upstream 

node, reads or writes data from or into the ring frame, and 

repeats data to the downstream node. The NIU is designed to 

minimize latency added to the ring and to allow the maximum 

throughput rate of 500 Mbps. It can be thought of as 

consisting of transmit, receive and ring connection processes 

all operating simultaneously. 

2.2 Phvsical Laver Protocols 

The key mechanisms of the physical layer protocol 

handle clock synchronization, data encoding and decoding, ring 
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frame synchronization, bit manipulation, serial to parallel 

conversion, and fault isolation. The physical layer 

establishes clock synchronization with the upstream bit data 

stream and decodes this incoming bit stream into an equivalent 

syiabol stream for use by the DLL layer. Data are passed 

between the physical layer and the DLL in eight bit cells. 

2.2.1 Data Encoding 

When information is transmitted in digital form, 

various factors must be considered [GRASS]: 

1. Timing recovery 

2. Bandwidth required 

3. Ease of detection 

4. Error detection. 

If the bit voltage is maintained for the entire bit 

time, the waveform is termed Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ). In 

Return-to-Zero (RZ) transmission, the bit voltage is 

maintained for only a portion of the bit time. RZ 

transmission has an associated duty cycle which identifies the 

percentage of bit time that a non-zero signal is maintained. 

For timing recovery, a sufficient amount of 

transitions in the transmitted signal is essential. RZ 

introduces variations in the line signal which NRZ does not 

have, but it requires twice the bandwidth. If NRZ transmission 

is used without any modifications, long strings of O's and I's 
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would produce a constant line voltage. Because of this 

unmodified NRZ is an unsuitable form of digital transmission. 

Channel codes can be broken down into three classes: 

1) scrambled codes, 2) bit insertion codes, and 3) block codes 

[YOS86]. PACnet uses the 4B/5B Non-return-to-zero (NRZI) 

block code which is used by FDDI. The physical layer encodes 

these 4 bit cell into 5 bit cells, with the bit cells being 

called symbols. As a result, the maximum number of 

consecutive identical bits can be kept low, non-data control 

characters can be defined and transmission bit errors can be 

detected. However, bit error propagation is possible. The 

4B/5B code has a 32 member symbol set. Of the 32 member 

symbol set, 16 are data symbols each representing four bits 

of ordered binary data and eight are control symbols, as shown 

in Table 2.1. The PACnet encoding scheme uses five control 

symbols for boundary indicators and starting and ending 

delimiters, and three are used for line state signaling. The 

remaining 8 symbols of the symbol set are not used since they 

violate code run length and DC balance requirements [ANS88]. 

Using 4B/5B encoding, data throughput rates of 200-500 Mbps 

require line transmission rates of 250-625 Mbps. 

With the NRZI encoding scheme there is no change in 

the signal level to transmit a 0; to transmit a 1, the signal 

level is always inverted from what it was. 



Decimal Group Symbol Assignment 
Code 

Line State Symbols 
00 00000 Q QUIET 
31 mil I IDLE 
04 00100 H HALT 

Starting Delimiter 
24 11000 J 1st. of Sequential SD Pair 
17 10001 K 2nd. of Sequential SD Pair 

Data Symbols Hex Binai^f 
30 11110 0 0 0000 
09 01001 1 1 0001 
20 10100 2 2 0010 
21 10101 3 3 0011 
10 01010 4 4 0100 
11 01011 5 5 0101 
14 OHIO 6 6 0110 
15 01111 7 7 0111 
18 10010 8 8 1000 
19 10011 9 9 1001 
22 10110 A A 1010 
23 10111 B B 1011 
26 11010 C C 1100 
27 11011 D D 1101 
28 11100 E E 1110 
29 11101 F F 1111 

Ending Delimiter 
13 01101 T Used to Terminate the 

Ring Frame 

Control Indicators 
07 00111 R 
25 11001 S 

Invalid Code Assignments 
01 00001 V or H These code patterns shall 
02 00010 • V or H not be transmitted as 
03 00011 V they violate consecutive 
05 00101 V code-bit zeros or duty 
06 00110 V cycle requirements. 
08 01000 V or H 
12 01100 V 
16 10000 V or H 

(12345) = sequential order of code-bit 
transmission 

Table 2.1 4B/5B Symbol Set 
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2.2.2 Clock Recovery 

Synchronization of the high speed clock oscillators 

in the physical layer of each node is problem with high speed 

LANs. The problem arises because all data transmitted on the 

ring must use a common master clock or each individual NIU 

must transfer data onto the ring using its own local clock. 

One of two basic methods is used to synchronize the clocks: 

synchronous clock synchronization or plesiochronous clock 

synchronization [SK086]. With synchronous clock 

synchronization, data is transmitted and received at each node 

using a common master clock which originates from the network 

control station. 

When a plesiochronous synchronization scheme is used, 

the receiver block at each node receives data using a clock 

locked to the local clock of the transmission block of the 

upstream node. Likewise, each node transmits data using its 

own local clock. Generally, the maximum difference in clock 

frequency between nodes is less than 10 parts per million. 

Due to the clock oscillator tolerance, this method implies 

that the number of transmitted bits can differ from the number 

of received bits. Thus, the physical layer must include an 

elasticity buffer to accommodate the difference. Furthermore, 

the line data stream must contain an idle bit field during 

which the elasticity buffer is allowed to be reset, which has 

the effect of adding or deleting idle bits. 
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PACnet does not use a single master clock for the 

transmission of data on the ring. The nodes are loosely 

plesiochronous, that is each NIU uses a local clock for data 

transmission and processing, while a clock signal derived from 

the incoming bit stream is used by the receiver front-end. 

However, the clock oscillator tolerance is 100 parts per 

million. The clock is recovered using a phase locked loop. 

The preamble consists of at least 16 idle symbols. With NRZI 

encoding this effectively provides a sub-harmonic of one half 

the required clock rate [DAV87]. 

2.3 Data Link Laver Protocols 

The following sections describe the main functions of 

the Data Link Layer (DLL) protocol. All of these functions 

are performed by the NIU. However, to fully describe certain 

DLL functions, some sections include descriptions of CS 

functions. It should be noted that the supervisory functions 

of the CS are not implemented in the NIU. 

2.3.1 Media Access 

PACnet uses Time Division Multiplexing/Demand Assignment 

(TDM/DA) method to access the media. This method dynamically 

varies time slot assignment according to traffic load. This 

leads to a higher bandwidth utilization and guarantees a 

finite delay time. The latter is necessary for voice and 

image overlay data transmission [STA85]. 
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The CS generates a ring frame every 125 micro-seconds. 

With the network operating at a fixed speed between 200-500 

Mbps, the ring frame size will be between 25 Kbits and 62.5 

Kbits. Each frame is partitioned into four regions: header, 

image, voice, and data packet, as shown in Figure 2.1. The 

image, voice and, data packet regions vary in size, according 

to demand. This is called adaptive variable frame sizing and 

allows the data packet region to use any residual image or 

voice bandwidth momentarily available due to variation in 

voice traffic or absence of images. 

By using TDM/DA PACnet divides a single fiber optic 

channel into three separate channels, each designed for a 

specific data type. The Image Channel carries image data in 

a circuit switched, point to point connection. It is 

dedicated to one image transfer at a time. The CS manages 

access requests to the Image Channel using queues and priority 

schemes. Requests and commands are transmitted on the Data 

Packet Channel, which employs a token passing scheme to 

achieve collision free distributed control. This scheme is 

a simplified version of IEEE 802.5 standard and FDDI [iyE85]. 

Image associated data, such as diagnosis and image headers and 

database queries are carried through this packet switched 

channel. The voice channel employs circuit switching 

techniques to establish multiple connections for real-time 

transfer of voice and image overlay data. 



VOICE SLOTS 
UNIT ATTRIBUTE 

INDICATIONS 

FCS PA SD 

VOICE 
UNIT 

DATA 
PACKET HEADER 

IMAGE DATA FCS AC 

Token Frame 

AC SA DA INFO. FCS 

Data Frame 

PA :Preamble (15 or more symbols) 
SD :Startlng Delimiter (2 symbols) 
FC :Frame Control (2 symbols) 
FCS frame Check Sequence (4 symbols) 
SIB :Start Image Boundary (2 symbols) 
EIB :End Image 8oundary (2 symbols) 
SVB ;Start Voice Boundary (2 symbols) 

EVB :End Voice Boundary (2 symbols) 
SOB ;Start Data Boundary (2 symbols) 
EDB -.End Data Boundary (2 symbols) 
VUA :Voice Unit Address (2 symbols) 
VUS :Voice Unit Status (1 symbol) 
lUS ;lmage Unit Status (1 symbol) 
ED :End Delimiter (2 symbols) 

Figure 2, i Ring Frame Field Format 
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2.3.2 Ring Frame Field Description 

Figure 2.1 shows the ring frame which is generated by 

the CS every 125 microseconds. Each of the four regions is 

distinguished from adjacent regions by use of boundary 

indicators. These boundary indicators are made up of control 

symbol pairs. A list of the boundaries and their 

corresponding symbol pairs are given in Table 2.2. The JK 

pair used for the starting delimiter provides a unique 

sequence of bits on the transmission line. Thus, it can be 

distinguished anywhere in the incoming data stream. 

The preamble consists of at least 16 IDLE symbols. 

This field allows the receiver clocks to synchronize and it 

allows the elasticity buffer to reset, adding or deleting bits 

from this field. 

The ring header region carries control information. 

When there is more than one frame on the ring, the ring frames 

are distinguished from each other by the frame control field. 

This field is one byte long. The attribute indication field 

indicates the status of the image and voice regions. The 

image and voice status unit are four bits long. The meanings 

of bits in this field are shown in Figure 2.2. 

The image data field contains a fixed length segment 

of an image. The data packet region contains token and data 

frames. The formats of these to two frames and the 

definitions of their fields are shown in Figure 2.3. 



Delimiters Symbol Pair GrouD Code 

Ring Frame Starting JK 1100010001 
Ring Frame Ending TT 0110101101 

Boundary Indicators svmbol Pair GrouD Code 

Start Image SS 1100111001 
End Image SR ooliiiibol 
Start Data Packet KK 1000110001 
Data Frame Starting JJ 1100011000 
Data Frame Ending TK 0110110001 
End Data Packet KR 1000111001 
Start Voice ST 1100101101 
End Voice TS 0110111001 

Table 2.2 Boundary and Delimiter Symbol Assignment 
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mage Unit Status 

B i t O  B i t  Bit 2 and Bit 3 are not used 

0 0 Image region is used By Data Packet Region 
0 I Image region contains last image segement 
1 0 Only read data in Image region 
1 1 Image reion used for image transfer 

Voice Unit Status 

0 12 3 

Bit 0 Bit 1 Bit 2 and Bit 3 are not used. 

0 0 Voice region is used By Data Packet Region 
0 I Not used 
1 0 Only read data in Voice region 
I I Voice reion used for voice exchange 

Figure.Z2 IDS and VUS Fields 
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Each voice unit starts and ends with a unique boundary 

indicator. If any voice unit is not being used to transfer 

voice or image overlay data, the data packet region is 

activated. This technique is to use any extra bandwidth 

momentarily available. The voice unit address is one byte 

long. Each voice unit consists of 16 slots. Each slot is one 

byte long and can carry either voice or image overlay data. 

For an active node, two slots are assigned — one for 

transmitting voice and one for transmitting image overlay. 

2.3.3 Image Transfer Protocol 

The PACnet nodes monitor the status of the image 

channel by checking the Unit Attribute Indication (UAI) field 

of the frame header (see Figure 2). Flags in this field are 

set by the CS and the transmitting node. They indicate that 

the image channel is being used for either image or data 

packet transmission, that data packets may only be read from 

the image channel, or that the image channel contains the last 

segment of an image transmission. 

When a host station transmits an image through the 

network, it sends segments of one image to the NIU based on 

the protocol between the station and the NIU. These segments 

are buffered in the NIU until one complete image is received. 

An "image-transmission-request" message is then sent to the 

CS via the data packet channel. The CS queues the request in 
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a priority FIFO queue where priority is given to workstations 

with full image buffers. The CS notifies the receiving 

station about establishing the connection by a "connection-

notification" message. The receiving station acknowledges by 

sending the CS a "connection accepted/rejected" message. Upon 

receiving a "connection-accepted", the CS sends a "permission-

granted" message to the transmitting station. The 

transmitting station sets a flag in UAI field to indicate that 

image channel is currently used for image transmission and 

starts sending the image. When the last image segment is 

sent, the transmitting station sets another indication flag 

in the UAI field. 

2.3.4 Real-time Data Exchange Protocol 

A node uses the voice channel to exchange with other 

nodes real-time data like voice or image overlay data. The 

same protocol applies to image overlay data exchange and voice 

data exchange. A node can request two types of calls: a 

normal call between a pair of nodes, or a conference call 

where a limited number of nodes listen to each other. 

When a node wants to transmit voice data to another 

node (normal call) it requests a connection from CS through 

a "voice-transmission-request" message on data channel. The 

CS maintains a voice exchange database to keep track of voice 

slots and their users. For each voice request, the CS 
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reserves two slots (one for each node) and notifies the 

receiver of the sender's intention by a " voice-connection" 

message. The receiver sends a packet back to CS acknowledging 

the connection by "connection- accepted/rejected" message. 

If the connection is accepted, the CS sends a packet to sender 

"voice-transmission-granted". Each node involved in the call 

is sent the voice unit addresses and slot numbers used to send 

and receive data. 

When a node wants to transmit voice data to a number 

of nodes (conference call), it sends a request to CS. This 

request contains the addresses of nodes involved in 

connection. The CS reserves a slot for each participating 

node. 

2.3.5 Ring Recovery 

In a hospital environment it is necessary that a 

communications network has a high tolerance to localized 

failure that effects the entire system. For recovery control 

an important aspect, especially in a high speed network which 

loses a large volume of information in a failure, is how fast 

the system gets into a reconfigured state [SHI87]. The 

distributed recovery control algorithm used by PACnet takes 

full advantage of the dual ring architecture to provide robust 

coverage against physical link and node failures [REE86]. In 

the event of a single ring failure, a double ring failure, or 
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a faulty node the ring reconfigure as shown in Figure 2.4. 

Optical Bvtjass. In case of node failure, signals from 

the preceding station can travel to the next station via the 

optical bypass path created by an optical bypass switch in the 

NIU of the faulted node. 

Transmit-on-Secondarv and Loop-Back Operation. To 

achieve fast recovery, the data link layer protocol calls for 

individual nodes to initiate reconfigurration upon receiving 

16 consecutive QUIET symbols or potential noise events. A 

node receiving these symbols immediately switches to the 

transmit-on-secondary state. In the transmit-on-secondary 

state, each node waits to receive data on the secondary ring 

from the adjacent node. If no data is received, the node 

switches to the loop-back state. When the CS enters the 

transmit on secondary state, it waits for a period time 

equivalent to the time it takes a free token to circulate 

completely around the ring. It then sends a beacon frame out 

on the secondairy. Upon successful reception of the beacon 

frame, the CS will clear and initialize the network to resume 

normal operation using the secondary ring. However, if the 

beacon frame does not successfully return to the CS, a double 

ring failure exists. 

In this case, the CS sends out a dummy loop-back frame 

down the primary fiber. The location of the fault is 

determined when the dummy frame is returned by the node 
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adjacent to the fault, which is already in the loop-back-

state. The CS then sends a command loop-back frame down the 

secondary fiber to the node on the other side of the presumed 

fault. If the node successfully returns the command frame 

then a cut cable exists and the CS initiates the ring for 

operation in a folded state. 

2.3.6 Error Detection 

Frame check sequence (FCS) fields are used for 

checking image and header data, as well as information in the 

data frames. Each FCS field is two bytes and based on the 

CCITT-16 generator polynomial of degree 16. Within the data 

frames, the fields covered by the FCS are the AC, DA, SA, 

INFO, and FCS fields (see Figure 2.1). 

A ring frame is rejected by the NIU if the header FCS 

indicates a bit error in the header region. Likewise, a data 

frame is rejected if its FCS indicates a bit error. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ARCHITECTURE 3^ COMPONENTS OF THE PACNET NIU 

3.1 Overview of the NIU Structure 

Basically, the NIU receives data from an upstream 

node, reads or writes data from or into the ring frame, and 

repeats data to the downstream node. The NIU is designed to 

minimize latency added to the ring and to allow the maximum 

throughput rate of 500 Mbps. It can be thought of as 

consisting of transmit, receive, and ring connection processes 

all operating simultaneously. The complexity of the NIU makes 

it necessary to consider the architecture of the physical 

layer and the data link layer individually. 

3.2 Physical Layer Architecture 

A functional diagram of the physical layer is given 

in Figure 3.1. The transmitter side of the physical layer has 

a similar architecture to the receiver side with the exception 

of the elasticity buffer. The physical layer provides 

encoding and decoding of data and control indicator symbols, 

mediiim conditioning and initialization, the synchronization 

to a local clock, bypass and loop-back switching, and the 

delineation of boundaries as required for the transmission of 
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information to or from higher layers. Each of the major 

components and the issues relevant to their designs are 

presented as follows. 

3.2.1 Optical Fiber Transmission Media 

Because of its many desirable characteristics, optical 

fiber are used as the transmission medium for PACnet. The 

important characteristics of optical fibers are: 

1) Optical fibers allow a very high capacity 

for carrying information. Theoretical analysis 

indicates that optical fiber transmission can be 

operated between 20-100 Gbits/s data rate over a 

distance greater than 100 km [TSE82]. 

2) Optical fiber provides low attenuation resulting 

in efficient communication over several kilometers 

without repeaters. Neglecting dispersion, 

attenuation is essentially independent of the 

transmission rate. Where as the attenuation rate for 

coaxial copper cable scales roughly as the square root 

of the bit rate [SUH86]. 

3) Optical fibers neither generate nor are they 

affected by electromagnetic interference. 

4) The bit error rate is typically very low, on the 

order of one bit error per lo' bits [M0U87]. 
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The data transmission speed of PACnet requires the use 

of optical fibers for the transmission media. There are 

several different types of optical fiber to consider in this 

application. There are basically three types of fiber to be 

considered for this application: 1) multimode stepped index 

(SI) fiber, 2) single mode stepped index, and 3) multimode 

graded indexed (GRIN) fiber. To select the type of fiber 

used, we use a general method of fiber optic digital design 

which takes into account the transmission rate, the length, 

and the bit error rate of the digital link between nodes 

[PAL88]. 

In most fiber optic applications, the practical 

wavelength of transmitted light is between 800 and 1600 nm 

[GRASS]. Both attenuation and dispersion are reduced in the 

1300 to 1600 nm range and many optical senders and detectors 

are commercially available in this range. For light of 1500 

nM wavelength being transmitted through a silica fiber, 

attenuation and dispersion are at the lowest limit. For these 

reasons silica fiber and a transmission wavelength of 1500 nm 

are used for PACnet. 

A PACnet link must be able to transmit a 500 Mbps NRZ 

pulse train over a 2 km path with a bit error rate of 

10"' or better. It is apparent that a fiber of a high rate-

length product and attenuation will be needed. From 

analysis it can be concluded that a multimode GRIN fiber. 
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coupled with a laser diode light source of 1.5 um is suitable 

for PACnet. 

3.2.2 Optical Bypass Switch 

To increase the fault tolerance of the network a 

bypass switch is used to connect each NIU to the dual ring. 

The switch allows data to bypass a faulted node, as shown in 

Figure 3.2. Several technologies exist for allowing a node 

to be bypassed. Basically, these technologies include 

mechanical switching, passive optical components, and active 

optical components. The most practical of these for PACnet 

is the use of passive optical components. 

The earliest bypass switches were simple electro

magnetic switches that moved mirrors to change the path of the 

incoming stream of light pulses. When the switch is on a 

voltage is applied to the electromagnet and the mirrors moved 

to cause the light stream to branch into the node. In the 

event of power failure to the node, or by host command, 

voltage across the electromagnet drops to zero and the switch 

goes into the bypass state, where incoming light passes 

directly to the output fiber. 

The problem with an electromagnetic bypass switch is 

that it is slow. The time required to change states is on the 

order of a several milliseconds [NUN80]. During this 

switching time ring data is lost. This switching time makes 
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such a bypass switch impractical for use with PACnet. 

Active optical components include devices that control 

and convert light. For a bypass switch we are only interested 

in those devices which control light by deflecting or beam 

switching. Active control devices are made from materials 

that have electo-optic properties. Electro-optic materials 

change their refractive index in proportion to an applied 

electric field [THY88]. The substrate of the switch must have 

a strong electro-optic effect. The most commonly used 

substrate material is lithium niobate LiNbOj. Waveguides, 

which provide the paths for the light, are embedded in the 

substrate by diffusing titanium. Electrodes are placed on top 

of the waveguides, as indicated by the crosshatching in the 

figure. The coupling length is adjusted so that all of the 

light is transferred into the second waveguide when no voltage 

is applied. When a voltage is applied, the reflective indices 

of the two waveguides change, destroying the phase matching 

conditions and reducing the cross-coupling to zero [PAL88]. 

The passive optical device considered for use as a 

bypass switch is a directional coupler. In operation, input 

light on port 1 is directed to both port 2 and port 3, 

ideally, none goes to port 4. The amount of light coupled 

into the adjacent waveguide can be varied between 0 and 100% 

by varying the length L of the coupling region. Coupling 

occurs due to the overlapping of the evanescent fields of the 
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waveguides [HEC793. Either an electro-optic switch or a 

passive directional coupler would be practical for use as a 

bypass switch. However, because of its simplicity, a 

directional coupler is proposed. The optical accessor of 

Opalnet-II is a good example of this [TOK85]. 

3.2.3 Qptical-to-Electrical Receivers 

The primary consideration in determining the optical 

source and optical detector components is the transmitter-

receiver power requirement of the optical fiber network. If 

power loss exceeds the amount corresponding to the difference 

between the power injected into the fiber by the transmitter 

and the minimum power required by the receiver, then 

communication between the transmitter and receiver is lost. 

Therefore, the optical power loss should satisfy a power 

budget in order for the network to function properly. These 

power losses include: 

1. transmitter to fiber coupling loss 

2. fiber attenuation 

3. connector losses 

4. receiver to fiber losses 

5. encoder power penalty 

6. losses due to bypass switch. 

The optical receivers are avalanche photo diodes (APD). APDs 

are used because of their high sensitivity and relatively low 
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cost [BAK86]. 

3.2.4 Electrical-to-Qptical Transmitters 

Laser Diodes (LD) are used as optical transmitters 

because of their high transmitter power and narrow bandwidth 

of output light. The narrow bandwidth reduces pulse 

spreading due to dispersion [GRA88]. For these reasons laser 

diodes are used. 

3.2.5 Loop-Back Switch 

The 3x3 matrix switch allows the node to properly 

configure in the loop-back state. It also allows an NIU to 

do self tests by connecting the output of its transmitter 

process to the receiver process. It further allows for soft 

insertion or removal of a station into or from the ring. 

A switch of this complexity is not yet practical in 

the optical domain. However, the switch must be able to 

switch connections fast enough to avoid severe disruption of 

ring data. This implies a switching time less than the length 

of one ring frame, or 125 microseconds. A 4 x 4 GaAs matrix 

switch used for loop back switching has been demonstrated with 

a switching time of 4 nanoseconds [MIN85]. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that the requirements of this application are 

well within the realm of what is technologically possible. 

The location of the switch is shown in Figure 3.1. 

The control signals for the switch are received from the MAC 
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processor and the data packet finite state machine of the data 

link layer. There are five connection states for the switch. 

These states are depicted in Figure 3.3. 

3.2.6 Clock Recovery Circuit 

Each NIU uses a phase locked loop (PLL) circuit to 

derive clocking information from the incoming bit stream. 

Clock recovery is impaired by signal distortion and noise. 

The zero crossings of the incoming bit stream and the derived 

clock deviate in a random fashion called timing jitter. 

Three sources of jitter are; 1) intersymbol interference, 

2) random noise, and 3) imperfections in the clock recovery 

circuit [KEL83]. Excessive jitter can eventually lead to 

intermittent synchronization failure, which will cause a burst 

of transmission errors. The PLL should be designed to 

minimi 2 e j itter [BUX8 3]. 

3.2.7 NR2I to NRZ Converter 

Using non-return-to-zero inverted coding, a line 

transition indicates a line value of '1' while no transition 

indicates a line value of zero. Line values are sampled near 

the center of each bit period. To convert line bits from non-

retum-to-zero inverted to non-return-to-zero bits it is 

necessary to compare the values of adjacent line bits. 

The NRZI to NRZ converter consists of two falling-edge 

triggered D-flip-flops and an exclusive-or gate as shown in 
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Figure 3.4. Line data is shifted through the flip-flops using 

the recovered clock. The output of the exclusive-or gate 

provides the NRZ bit. 

3.2.8 NR2 to NRZI Converter 

The NRZ to NRZI converter is shown in Figure 3.4. The 

converter functions to create a line transition on its output 

every time a '1' occurs on its input. Conversely, no output 

transition occurs when a zero is input. This function is 

realized using a simple toggling, or T-type, flip-flop. A T-

flip-flop simply toggles its output value when it receives a 

falling edge on its clock input. This is achieved by anding 

the local clock signal with the input data bit as shown in the 

Figure 3.4. 

3.2.9 Elasticity Buffer 

The elasticity buffer is a FIFO queue which is set to 

the half-full position at the detection of a ring frame end 

delimiter. This causes idle bits to be either added or 

deleted from the preamble of each frame. Bits are placed into 

the buffer using the received clock and removed using the 

local clock. The FIFO will begin to empty or fill depending 

on the phase difference of the local node clock and the 

upstream node clock [ANS88]. Operating at 625 MHz, the local 

clocks in each node have a frequency stability of 0.005%. 

This means that the maximum variance between the local clock 
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and the received clock is 0.01%. 

Thus, the size of the elasticity buffer is 16 bits. 

This size is calculated as follows. Assuming the maximum line 

transmission rate of 625 Mbps, the ring frame will be 78,125 

bits in length. + 0.01% x 78,125 bits = + 7.8 bits. Thus, 

the elasticity buffer must be 16 bits in length to compensate 

for maximum phase drift for a ring frame of 78,125 bits. 

3.2.10 Symbol Decoder 

The symbol decoder is a five bit shift register with 

a 5 X 32 decoder and control logic, and a 5 x 5 ROM, shown in 

Figure 3.5. The decoder will indicate invalid data syiobols, 

line states, and control symbols. The decoder is also 

responsible for detecting the JK-pair starting delimiter of 

the ring frame. The control logic will signal the MAC layer 

in the event of boundary or delimiter symbol pair, and 

indicate error conditions such as a single control symbol or 

the reception of invalid symbols. 

Line states are passed to both the physical layer 

components and MAC processor. There are four line states: 

quiet state, noise event state, active state, and idle state. 

These states are determined by the incoming data stream. The 

quiet state is entered when a when at least sixteen 

consecutive QUIET symbols are received. The noise event state 

occurs when at least sixteen violation symbols occur during 
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one ring frame. The idle state is entered after receiving the 

ending delimiter of the ring frame and the active state is 

entered after the reception of the starting delimiter of the 

ring frame. 

All data transfers in this block occur on the trailing 

edge of the local clock of the physical layer. Incoming NRZ 

bits are shifted into the five bit shift register. The 

contents of the shift register are then passed to the decoding 

ROM. The lowest output bit of the ROM is used to indicate To 

the MAC Processor whether a data or control symbol is being 

passed to the data link layer. If the contents of the shift 

register is a data symbol, the lowest output bit will be zero. 

Conversely, a one on the low output bit indicates that the 

decoder output indicates a control symbol. 

3.2.11 Svmbol Encoder 

The structure of the symbol encoder is shown in Figure 

3.6. The Symbol Encoder is a 5 x 5 ROM with a five bit shift 

register. The four bit symbols are received from the 8 to 4 

bit register. The extra bit on the input of the ROM is to 

allow for the five valid control symbols to be encoded. The 

MAC processor sets this bit to '1' when a control symbol is 

to be encoded. The contents of the 8 to 4 register indicate 

which of the five control symbols is to be encoded. Of the 

32 ROM addresses, 16 are used for encoding data, five for 
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control symbols, and eleven are unused. All data transfers 

occur the trailing edge of the local clock. Again the DLL 

clock is treated as an asynchronous input. Symbols from the 

8 to 4 bit register are encoded following a transition on the 

DLL clock input. 

3.2.12 4-bit-to-8-bit / 8-bit-to-4-bit Registers 

Data are passed between the physical layer and data 

link layer in a word length of a byte. This is done to allow 

the use of a slower logic devices in the data link layer. The 

registers are depicted in Figure 3.7. The registers consist 

of two four bit cells. Four bit data cells are input to the 

higher cell and then shifted to the lower cell. Shifting 

takes place on the negative edge of the physical layer local 

clock after the DLL clock has a transition from either zero 

to one or one to zero. The DLL clock is treated as an 

asynchronous input. 

3.3 Data Link Laver Architecture 

A block diagram of the DLL functions is shown in 

Figure 3.8. The architecture is designed for maximum 

throughput. Most of the data handling through the DLL is 

controlled by the channel finite state machines (FSM). These 

machines must be able to sustain the data ring rate of 200-

500 Mbps. Since data are handled in units of eight bits, the 

clock cycle for the finite state machines and the media access 
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control (MAC) processor is between 16-40 nanoseconds. A 

sxibharmonic of the local clock of the physical layer is used 

to synchronize operations in the DLL. 

Data is passed from the physical layer to the receiver 

CRC circuit of the DLL. From the CRC circuit, data is passed 

to the pipeline register. The purpose of the pipeline 

register is to ensure a continuous flow of data, without any 

data loss, through the DLL. After data passes through the 

pipeline register, it goes to the transmitter CRC circuit. 

The image channel FSM and the voice channel FSM are 

essentially slaves, since all requests to use either the voice 

or data channel are received through the data channel. 

Control symbol indication is received by the MAC processor. 

The MAC processor receives ring data only from the header 

portion of the ring frame. It determines which channel state 

machine is active from the Unit Attribute Indication (UAI) 

field and the channel boundary symbols. Thus, the MAC 

processor provides the channel multiplexing function. Its 

functions also include ring recovery control. 

The transmit and receive buffers are dual port 

memories and contain words with a 32 bit length. Both the 

receiver and transmitter buffers are mapped into separate 

areas for data from the image and data packet channels. The 

size of each image buffer is 50 Mbits and the size of each 

data packet channel buffer is 4.2 Mbits. Voice data is 
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buffered in a separate memory and passed directly to the upper 

layers of the host station. The size of the voice buffer is 

32 bits. 

Each memory controller has four address pointers and 

two FIFO queues. Two address pointers are used for the image 

area and two for the data area. In each channel area, memory 

is allocated in a circular queue fashion. One pointer is used 

to read data into the memory and the other is used to read 

data out of the memory. There is a FIFO queue for each 

channel area. When a message or image is place in the buffer, 

its starting address and the niomber of words are stored in the 

respective FIFO queue. Both the transmitter and the receiver 

memory controllers allocate buffer memory according to control 

signals from the image FSM, data packet FSM, and MAC 

processor. In addition, the receiver controller is capable 

of de-allocating memory if the current incoming ring frame or 

data frame is rejected by the MAC processor. A "buffer-full" 

signal can be sent by either controller to the Data Link/Host 

Interface. The receiver controller can also send a signal to 

the MAC processor. 

The transfer of data from the buffers to the host 

interface takes place over a 32 bit dedicated bus. The host 

interface is the master of the dedicated bus. This bus can 

be implemented using commercially available high speed 32 bit 

buses [SPE89]. 
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3.3.1 Receiver Cyclic Redundancy Check 

The cyclic redundancy check (CRC) circuit on the 

receiver side checks the validity of data received in the 

header, image, and data frames. As shown in Figure 3.8, the 

voice channel does not include a frame check sequence. PACnet 

uses the CCITT-CRC standard sixteen bit generator polynomial, 

G(x) = x^^+ + X® + 1. This 16 bit checksum will detect all 

single and double bit error, all burst errors of sixteen bits 

or less, and 99.9% of all burst errors seventeen bits .or 

longer [TAN88]. Using control signals, the MAC process alerts 

the CRC when to start and finish a particular checksum 

calculation. In the event that a checksum error occurs, the 

MAC processor is alerted. If the error is in the ring frame 

header, the remainder of the incoming ring frame passes 

through the NIU unaffected. The CS is responsible for 

removing the corrupted ring frame. If an error in the data 

packet frame checksum occurs the MAC process to alert the 

receiver memory control unit so that the corrupted data frame 

will not be passed to the host station. Errors detected in 

the image CRC check are handled by higher layers in the node. 

3.3.2 Transmitter Cyclic Redundancy Check 

The CRC circuit on the transmitter side generates and 

inserts the FCS field of the outgoing data, image ,and header 

frames. Again, this function is performed completely by 
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hardware. The MAC processor controls when this circuits will 

perform its function. 

3.3.3 Pipeline Register 

The pipeline register consists of four stages; each 

stage holds one bit of data. Its purpose is to maintain a 

constant delay time through the finite state machines. The 

delay time associated with received data passing into and 

being transmitted out of a channel finite state machine 

differs for each channel. This is because the processes 

taking place in each machine differ depending on the channel 

and the respective state of the channel machine. Such a 

function is necessary, as the delay time associated with 

received data passing into and being transmitted out of a 

channel FSM differs for each channel. 

The MAC processor determines which FSM is allowed to 

read from or write into the various stages of the pipeline. 

This is essentially the multiplexing function of the MAC 

processor. The voice FSM is allowed to manipulate data in the 

first and second stages of the pipeline, while the image FSM 

writes and reads data to and from only the first stage. The 

data packet FSM manipulates data in all four stages, as does 

the MAC processor. 

3.3.4 Media Access Processor 

The media access (MAC) processor is the most 
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functionally complex component of the NIU. It controls finite 

state machine access to the ring, error detection, and the 

NIU's connection to the ring. It also communicates directly 

with the host station. A diagram of the MAC processor is 

given in Figure 3.9. 

Data manipulation by the MAC processor occurs only 

during the ring frame header region. The processor will set 

unit attribute indication (UAI) symbols according to signals 

received from the host station. The MAC processor contains 

memory for storing the VUS information in the ring header 

field. 

3.3.5 Image Channel Finite State Machine 

The image channel finite state machine (FSM) is the 

simplest of the three channels. Figure 3.10 shows the 

architecture of the image FSM. Basically, the contents of the 

host, lUA, and boundary registers determine the state of the 

image FSM. 

There are three states of this FSM. The first is the 

repeat state. In this state the FSM repeats the incoming data 

stream, unaltered, to be transmitted to the down stream NIU. 

This is the initial state of the image FSM on power up of the 

NIU. The second state is receive state. This state is 

entered when higher layers in the node are willing to accept 

an image. In this state the FSM passes incoming data to the 
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receiver memory buffer to be stored. The incoming data is 

also repeated to the downstream NIU. The third state is the 

Transmit state. The transmit state is entered when the node 

has received permission from the control station to transmit 

an image over the network. In this state the incoming data 

stream is not transmitted and data from the transmitter memory 

buffer is transmitted in its stead. 

3.3.6 Data Packet Finite State Machine 

The data packet FSM is the most complex of the three 

finite state machines. This FSM is activated according to the 

contents of the boundary, lUA, and VUA registers in the MAC 

processor. It contains look up registers for the node address 

and access control field of the frames. It also has a timer 

to determine token holding time. This FSM is also able to 

alter and interpret the access field of the data packet 

frames. Its architecture is shown in Figure 3.11. The states 

of this FSM are as follows. 

REPEAT. The data channel FSM is initialized in this 

state during NIU power up. In this state the incoming data 

stream is repeated to the downstream NIU, unaffected. 

The SA, DA, and AC fields of incoming data frames are checked 

in this-state. Transitions to other states are based on the 

contents of these fields. This is the default state of the 

FSM. 
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RECEIVE. This state is entered when the DA of a frame 

matches the node address. The information field of the 

incoming data frame is transferred to the receiver memory-

buffer and repeated to the down stream NIU. When the ending 

delimiter of the frame is received, the Data channel FSM 

returns to the REPEAT state. 

TRANSMIT. This state is entered when the data channel 

FSM upon reception of the token frame. If there are queued 

messages in the receiver memory buffer, the FSM changes TK to 

1 in the Access Control field of the token and begins 

transmitting data from the buffer until there are no more 

messages queued or the token holding timer expires. If there 

are no data frames to be transmitted, the FSM passes the token 

to the downstream NIU and enters the REPEAT state. 

STRIPPING. This state is entered from the REPEAT 

state if the SA of a received data frame matches the node 

address. In this state the frame is entirely removed from the 

data stream and IDLE symbols are transmitted in its place. 

Upon receiving the ending delimiter of the data frame, the FSM 

goes to the REPEAT state. 

3.3.7 Voice Channel Finite State Machine 

The activity of the voice FSM is controlled by the 

contents of the boundary, VUA, and host registers of the MAC 

processor. The voice FSM contains counter registers and a 
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slot register to determine which slots in the voice channel 

it is allowed to use. It also contains two 16 bit registers 

to buffer real time data received from the upper levels of the 

node. One buffer is for incoming voice and image overlay data 

bytes, the other is for outgoing voice and data bytes. In 

other words, the transmitter and receiver buffers in the NIU 

are not used for real time data transmitted in the voice 

channel. Upon receiving permission to exchange real-time 

data, the host station transfers data directly through the 

voice FSM. The architecture of the voice FSM is given in 

Figure 3.12. The voice channel is a real time channel; 

therefore, it has only two states: active and inactive. 

INACTIVE. In this state the node has not established 

a real time connection with any other node. The incoming data 

is simply repeated to the downstream node. 

ACTIVE. This state is entered when the host register 

in the MAC processor indicates that a real time connection has 

been established for the node. Following the reception of the 

voice channel boundary indicator, the counter is activated. 

When the contents of the counter register match the assigned 

slot number, the contents of the image overlay and voice slot 

are transferred to the local receive buffer and the contents 

of the local transmit buffer are transferred into the slots 

and transmitted to the down stream node. The counter register 

is reset at the reception of the data packet channel boundary 
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indicator. 

3.3.8 Receiver Memory Buffer 

The receiver buffer memory is configured to store 

words with a length of 32 bits. The 32 bit word length is 

chosen because it is assumed that the NIU Interface Bus will 

be a commercially available 32 bit bus. Therefore, a 32-bit 

memory word will not cause a bottleneck at the NIU host 

interface. Also, a 32 bit word length will allow a memory 

with longer access cycle times to be used. 

Data must be read into the buffer at the ring data 

rate of 200-500 Mbps. By using a 32 bit word length, the clock 

frequency for transfers into the buffer is reduced to 15.625 

MHz when operating at the maximum data rate of 500 Mbps. 

Also, the buffer is a dual port memory. This allows data to 

be simultaneously read from the buffer by the host interface 

bus and written into the buffer from the incoming data stream. 

The arbitration logic needed to implement the dual prot memory 

is not defined here. 

The buffer is managed by a memory control unit which 

receives control inputs from the MAC processor, finite state 

machines and the upper layers of the node. The memory 

controller partitions the buffer into two regions, one for 

image data and the other for data received on the data packet 

channel. Current specifications require the NIU to buffer one 
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entire image. Thus, the image buffer is 50 megabits [NEM88] 

while the data packet buffer is 4.2 megabits. The data 

received from the 8 to 32 bit converter is read into a one 

word buffer before being placed in the memory. 

3.3.8.1 Memory Controller. The memory controller is 

shown in Figure 3.13. On the receiver side, the memory 

controller allocates the buffer memory according to control 

signals from the host station and image and data packet 

machines. It also de-allocates memory if the current incoming 

frame is rejected by the MAC processor or the data packet 

channel finite machines. In each channel area, memory is 

allocated in a circular queue fashion. A "buffer-full" signal 

can be sent by the controller to the Data Link/Host Interface. 

The receiver controller can also send the signal to the MAC 

processor. The transfer of data from the buffers to the host 

interface takes place over a 32 bit dedicated bus. 

The memory controller has four address pointers, two 

for each partitioned area. In each area, one pointer is used 

to write data into the memory and one is used to read data out 

of the memory. The memory control unit is designed to allow 

for memory expansion. This basically means that the 

addressing registers have extra bits, currently unused, that 

will allow for a larger address space. 

3.3.8.2 8-bit to 32-bit Converter. The 8/32 

converter is a 32 bit long shift register. Data is read into 
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the register and shifted eight bits at a time. When the 

register is full, the 32 bit word is output to the 32 bit 

buffer register. Figure 3.14 shows the converter. 

3.3.9 Transmitter Memory Buffer . 

The transmitter buffer is identical to the receiver 

buffer in architecture. However, data is transferred out of 

the memory at the ring rate of 200-500 Mbps; therefore, the 

clock frequency for memory operation is 15.625 MHz. A buffer 

register of one 32 bit word is used to allow the 32 to 8 bit 

converter to read data from the memory. 

3.3.9.1 Memory Controller. On the transmitter side, 

the memory controller allocates the buffer memory according 

to control signals from the finite state machines and the 

host. Figure 3.15 shows this component. End of image and end 

of message signals are transmitted to the MAC processor and 

Data Packet finite state machine, respectively. Buffer full 

indication are sent to the host interface. 

The controller contains four address pointers, two for 

reading data and two for writing data in the respective image 

and data buffer areas. When a message or image is placed in 

the memory, its starting address and the number of words are 

stored in a FIFO queue. There are two FIFO queues for each 

the data area and the image area of the memoiry. The contents 

of each FIFO register represents the location and length of 
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one message or image. To read data out of the memory, the 

controller transfers the contents of the first register in the 

FIFO into a read address register and the niamber of bits into 

a counter. The contents of the counter is added to the read 

address register to get the effective address of the word. 

The data is then read from the dual port memory until the 

counter decrements to zero. Writing data into the memory 

takes place in a similar fashion. 

3.3.9.2 32-bit to 8-bit Converter. Figure 3.16 shows 

the 32 to 8 bit converter. It receives 32 bit data words from 

the buffer register of the transmitter memory and shifts them 

to the appropriate finite state machine eight bits at a time. 

3.3.10 NIU Interface Bus 

The interface is a dedicated 32 bit bus used to 

transfer data packet messages and image data between the host 

station and the NIU The Bus Controller arbitrates access to 

the bus and has absolute control over all activity on the bus. 

The maximum throughput of this bus is 500 Mbps. Figure 3.8 

shown the NIU components that are connected to the bus. The 

Host Interface is the bus master. All other components 

connected to the bus are slaves. The bus slaves can signal 

the Host Interface via interrupts. Many of the details of 

the bus operation are not defined here, since it is assumed 

that this bus can be implemented using a commercially 
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available high speed 32 bit bus [BOR89] 

3.3.10.1 FSM and MAC Processor Interface. This 

interface receives 32 bit words from the bus and transfers 

eight bit words to the control registers in the data packet 

channel finite state machine and the MAC processor. Figure 

3.17 shows the architecture of this device. 

3.3.10.2 Host Interface. The host interface is shown 

in Figure 3.17. It consists of an eight bit control register 

and a 32 bit data register. All data packet messages and 

image data pass through this interface. This interface allows 

for DMA transfers between the NIU buffers and the host memory. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF FACnet NIU DESIGN 

A computer network is an inherently complex system 

that combines rapid advances in integrated circuits, 

communications protocols, transmission media, and processor 

technologies. Therefore, its level of performance is dictated 

by a number of factors, including network topology, processor 

speeds, communication bandwidth, task allocation, etc. These 

factors interact and influence each other, thereby making the 

design of a computer network extremely difficult and 

challenging. Performance evaluation is one of the key steps 

in the successful design and development of a computer network 

[FER78]. 

The evaluation of a computer network can involve such 

factors as function, response time, throughput, utilization, 

reliability, and many other factors that are driven from the 

system designer's objectives. 

Computer performance evaluation techniques can be 

divided into two main areas: analytical performance modelling 

and simulation performance modelling. Simulation models are 

extremely versatile and can be structured at almost any level 
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of detail, making it possible to model extremely complex 

systems. Furthermore, a simulation model can predict the 

dynamic behavior of a system, whereas analytical models 

usually can be used only for obtaining steady state behavior 

[TSU86]. Simulation modelling is used to evaluate the PACnet 

NIU design. 

The NIU is modelled and simulated using the hardware 

description language VHDL. Analysis of the simulation results 

will indicate not only the correctness of the proposed 

structure of the NIU, but will also provide information 

important in implementing the design in hardware and 

information important to system level designers, such as 

throughput, response time, and delay time. 

4.1 simulation Models 

The challenge faced in performance evaluation is 

defining a model that accurately represents the real or 

proposed system. There are several methodologies available 

for developing simulation models [ZEI84]. The model for the 

PACnet NIU was developed in a top-down manner. This allowed 

the conceptual model of the NIU functions to be developed, 

independent of the simulation tools used. 

In this design project, simulation was used for 

several different reasons. The first of which is to test and 

verify the proposed structure of the design. In order to 
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verify a logic design it is necessary to simulate the flow of 

binary data and control signals throughout the architecture 

of the NIU. This requires simulating external binary signals 

received by the NIU and monitoring the response of the NIU by 

tracing the manipulation of these signals. Once a structure 

is chosen and verified, it is possible to determine which 

digital logic family is needed to implement the digital 

components of the NIU. Since the level of detail in this 

design varies from a behavioral description of the component 

down to the logic gate level, it is necessary to have a 

simulation tool flexible enough to account for the entire 

design, regardless of the level of detail of each component. 

The second reason for using simulation is to determine 

the values of certain performance parameters. For the PACnet 

NIU these parameters include: 

1) Ring data throughput 

2) NIU latency, that is the time for a ring signal 

element to proceed entirely through the NIU. 

Lastly, the simulation results will indicate which NIU 

components must be modified and how they must be modified in 

order to allow the network to operate at discrete throughput 

rates between of 200 and 500 Mbps. 

4.1.1 Physical Laver Components 
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The physical layer is broken down into five functional 

blocks. The functional blocks represent the liamping together 

of various physical layer components according to their 

function. The five blocks are the Transmitter, Receiver, Ring 

Connection, Ring Data, and Clock. The transmitter block 

contains the symbol encoder, 8-to-4 converter, and the 

NRZ/NRZI converter. The receiver block contains the 4-to-8 

converter, symbol decoder, elasticity buffer, and NRZI/NRZ 

converter. The ring connection block models the loop back 

switch. The Ring Data and the Clock are active models, while 

the Transmitter, Receiver, and Ring Connection are passive 

models. Active models represent components that activate 

processes in other components; passive models respond to the 

signals and data generated by the active components. 

The Ring Data block models data being received by the 

NIU from the fiber ring. It generates a sequence of binary 

signals which represent various ring frames and line 

conditions. The Clock generates the clock signals for the 

entire NIU. This is needed to simulate the functioning of 

clock mode logic. THe component models in the Receiver, 

Transmitter, and ring connection allow the description of 

register transfer activity and the associated logic control. 

4.1.2 Data Link Laver Components 
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The data link layer components are not as easily 

Iximped together according to functionality. The functional 

blocks of the data link layer are: 

1. MAC Controller 

2. Image Channel Finite State Machine 

3. Voice Channel Finite State Machine 

4. Data Channel Finite State Machine 

5. Transmit Memory Buffer 

6. Receiver Memory Buffer 

7. DXJI] Bus 

8. Host Interface 

The only active model in the data link layer is the 

Host Interface, which models the activities of the host 

station. All of the other models are passive, responding to 

signals from the Host Interface or the physical Layer clock. 

All of the data link layer models allow for a register 

transfer level description. Data and control signals are 

modelled as a set of binary signals. 

4.2 Suitable Simulation Tools 

4.2.1 Hardware Description Languages 

The primary vehicle for simulation is a hardware 

description language. A hardware description language 

specifies a control sequence, a step by step description of 

the functioning of a digital system [HIL87]. The control 
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sequences are easily translated into actual hardware by using 

a hardware hardware compiler. 

There are many levels at which a digital system can 

be described, including block diagrams and wiring tables. 

Developing this description is the job of the designer. Once 

this description has been completed, the development of logic 

diagrams, schematics and electronic circuitry becomes largely 

a mechanical procedure, subject to considerable automation. 

4.2.2 Summary of the VHDL Simulation Package 

In March 1980,.the Department of Defense launched the 

Very High Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) program to advance 

the state of art in integrated circuit technology. Early in 

the VHSIC program it became apparent that a standard hardware 

description language was needed to communicate design data. 

In 1983, the VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL) 

program was started and the team of IBM, Texas Instruments, 

and Intermetrics began to design and implement VHDL and its 

support environment. In 1987, VHDL became an IEEE and 

Department of Defense standard. One major requirement of the 

program' was that VHDL use Ada constructs wherever possible. 

VHDL not only possesses the characteristics of a high 

level language , e.g. Ada, but also has characteristic of a 

hardware description language. VHDL supports the design, 

doctimentation, and efficient simulation of hardware from the 
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digital system level, including behavioral descriptions and 

algorithms, down to the logic gate level. While designed to 

be independent of any landerlying technology, design 

methodology, or environment tool, the language is also 

extendable toward various hardware technologies, design 

methodologies, and the varying information needs of design 

automation tools [SHA85]. The primary objective of VHDL is 

to support technology insertion — a term given to the use of 

the latest technology in the development of new systems and 

the upgrading of existing ones to improve performance. 

VHDL is extremely flexible as a simulation language. 

It can model a digital system from many levels while 

integrating the simulation hardware structure and software 

algorithms. 

THe language's primary abstraction mechanism is the 

design entity. A VHDL design entity is composed of an 

interface and one or more architectural bodies. The interface 

of an entity defines that entity's external characteristics 

and each architectural body represents an alternative 

behavioral or structural description of the entity. Values 

are passed between the entity and its environment through port 

and generic parameters defined by the interface. An example 

of VHDL entity and architectural body for the NRZI-to-NRZ 

Converter is given in Figure 4.1. Architecture bodies allow 

for structural, data flow, and behavioral descriptions of the 
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entity NRZI_to_NRZ is 
port( RCR_Clock : in bit; 

NRZI_Bit : in bit; 
NRZ_Bit : out bit 
) 

end NRZI_to_NRZ; 

architecture functional of NRZI_to NRZ is 
signal NRZI_ff_l: bit; 
signal NRZI_ff_2: bit; 
constant ff_delay: time := 100 ps; 
constant gate delay; time ;= 50ps; 

begin 

cO: block (RCR_Clk = '0' and not RCR Clk'stable) 
begin "" 
NRZI_ff_l <= guarded NRZI_Bit after ff_delay; 
NRZI_ff_2 <= guarded NRZI_ff_l after ff_delay; 
NRZ_Bit <= guarded NRZI_ff_l xor NRZI ff 2; 

end block cO; ~ 

end functional; 

Figure 4.1 VHDL Example 
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entity's functions. 

Design entities can be connected in a hierarchical 

manner to support design decomposition. This allows for both 

bottom-up and top-down design approaches [IEE88]. 

The components that make up the VHDL support 

environment are the analyzer, design library, model generator, 

build function, simulator, and report generator [USES8]. The 

environment is open ended system designed to allow additional 

tools to be added easily. Figure 4.2 shows the flow of data 

in the design process. 
I 

The design librasry contains intermediate 

representations of VHDL descriptions. A single installation 

wide data base shared by all users, it contains facilities for 

recording the status (date of creation) of each intermediate 

form representation and the relation among these 

representations. The analyzer accepts the VHDL source code 

of a design, translates it into the intermediate form, and 

stores it in the design library as design units. It enforces 

the syntax and static semantic iniles of the language. Design 

units include entity interface declarations, architectural 

bodies, and packages. The model generator configures a design 

hierarchy by pulling all the necessary design entity 

interfaces, architectures, and packages from the library. 

This configuration is used by the build function. The build 

function creates a simulation kernel and stores it in the 
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design library for future use. The simulator simulates the 

functioning of the kernel over a period of time. The 

simulator will record signal histories in the library and 

report dynamic errors. The report generator allows the user 

to select which signals will be reported and the format of the 

report file. 

4.3 Scenarios of NIU Simulation 

The functions of the NIU are quite complex. . In order 

to verify that the proposed structure of the NIU performs 

these functions, it is necessary to partition the functions 

into subsets and test each subset individually. One single 

test for all NIU functions would provide ambiguous results. 

Therefore, a number of environmental scenarios are selected 

which will test selected functions of the NIU. The set of 

these scenarios is intended to exercise all of the specified 

NIU functions. 

Only the Ring Data model and the Host Interface model 

are changed to create different scenarios. These two models 

provide the received ring frame data and the host activity, 

respectively. 

The Clock model and the Clock Recovery component of 

the Receiver model are altered to allow the transmission rate 

to vary between 200 and 500 megabits per second. The 

scenarios are presented in the following sections. 
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4.3.1 NIU Power UP and Ini-tializatiion 

In this scenario, the power-up behavior of the NIU is 

simulated. The purpose of this simulation scenario is to 

verify that the NIU does not initialize in an erroneous state 

or transmit any erroneous data to the Host or onto the ring. 

In this simulation the host is inactive and no data 

is passed into the NIU from higher levels in the node. It is 

assumed that on IDLE bits are being transmitted on the ring. 

Therefore, the ring data entity initially outputs a sequence 

of ones to the NIU. This simulation concludes with the 

reception of a ring frame starting delimiter and header. 

4.3.2 Reception of a Normal Ring Frame 

This scenario represents the abridged reception of a 

normal ring frame. This scenario is basically a test to 

demonstrate that the NIU properly responds to the ring frame 

preamble, starting delimiter, header data, boundary 

indicators, and ending delimiter. No data, other than the 

ring header data is transmitted. The states of the channel 

finite machines are monitored, as is the line state, and 

transmitted data stream. 

4.3.3 Reception of Corrxipted Ring Frame 

This scenario tests the NIU response to a ring frame 

with a corrupted header. The data in the ring frame header 

will generate an error in the CRC check on the receiver side 
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of the NIU. This should cause the MAC processor deactivate 

all of the FSMs, allowing the ring frame to pass through the 

NIU unaffect. 

4.3.4 Reception of a Loop-Back Frame 

This scenario is used to verify the correct operation 

of the NIU when it receives a loop back frame from the ring 

control station. The loop-back frame is received in the data 

packet region. 

4.3.5 Cut Cable on UP Stream Link 

In this simulation scenario, the NIU first receives 

a normal ring frame (abridged), and then receives QUIET 

symbols. The NIU is to respond with its fault recovery 

algorithm. This scenario will provide information on the 

response time of the NIU to complete its recovery algorithm. 

From this result, estimates on ring recovery times can be 

extrapolated. 

4.3.6 Local Node Failure 

In this scenario the NIU receives notification from 

the host station of a local fault. The NIU response is to go 

into a bypass state (quiet state) in which no data in 

transmitted to or received from the ring. Simulation results 

from this scenario will provide information on the NIU 

response time to host station requests. 
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4.3.7 Image Channel Activity 

Simulation of activity on this channel is done by 

having the ring data entity generate a ring frame with an 

abridged data packet channel and voice channel. Two 

simulations are used. One simulates the node wanting to 

transmit an image and the other simulates a node receiving an 

image. 

For a node wanting to transmit, the simulations 

initiated by the host transferring the image into the 

transmitter buffer of the NIU. To keep the simulation time 

reasonable, an image of 80 four-bit symbols is used. The ring 

frame data entity continuously generates ring frames, until 

the frame containing the end of image flag is completely 

transmitted. 

For a node receiving an image, it is assumed that the 

connection has already been established. Therefore, the 

simulation starts with the host station notifying the MAC 

layer to receive image data. The ring data entity then 

generates two ring frames which are assumed to contain the 

entire image. Again the image length is 80 symbols, or 400 

line bits. 

4.3.8 Voice Channel Activitv 

In this simulation it is assumed that the voice 

exchange connection has already been established by higher 
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layers in the node. The simulation begins with the host 

station transferring slot location information and unit 

attribute information into the NIU. Then the ring data 

generates several abridged ring frames. The response of the 

voice FSM is monitored. 

4.3.9 Data Packet Channel Activity 

This simulation scenario is the most complicated. To 

adequately simulate the activity, the token reception, token 

passing, data frame reception, and data frame transmitting 

functions must be simulated. 

The simulation starts with the host station placing 

a message in the transmitter buffer of length 80 symbols. 

The first frame contains a data message with a destination 

address corresponding to the node address. This frame is to 

be read into the receiver buffer. At the end of this message 

frame is the token. During the reception of the next ring 

frame, the NIU transmits the buffered message and the token. 

4.4 Simulation Results 

The results of the simulation show that the NIU 

performs as expected in each of the previously described 

scenarios. Component model of the functional block 

decomposition were tested via simulation individually before 

being coupled together. This modular testing facilitated the 

detection of flaws in the NIU design. The components of the 
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physical layer were then coupled together and tested, 

revealing several flaws in signal passing between components. 

Likewise, the components of the data link layer were coupled 

and tested using simulation. 

4.4.1 Verification of NIU Design 

The proposed hardware structure of the NIU performed 

the functions of the PACnet data link layer and physical layer 

protocols. To ascertain the proper functioning of the NIU, 

known data sets were input to the NIU in each of the 

previously described scenarios. The response of the NIU was 

monitored and the VHDL simulation response was compared to the 

expected response. 

In each of the test scenarios, the incoming data was 

manipulated as expected. To achieve a variable rate of data 

throughput, it was necessary to modify the clock component and 

the clock recovery component. The other components did not 

require modification. This indicates that analog hardware 

associated with the clock recovery function and the oscillator 

of the NIU clock are the only components of the NIU that must 

be specially designed to allow for variable speed operation. 

The design and structure of other components will remain 

intact for variable speed operation; however, the digital 

circuit technology used to implement these components can 

vary. 
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4.4.2 Performance of the PACne-t NIU 

The goal of this section is to evaluate the 

performance of the NIU. The performance factors of interest 

are described as follows: 

1) Throughput: This is the rate at which data 

is successfully transmitted through the NIU-

2) latency: The time required for a ring signal to 

completely pass through the NIU. 

VHDL does not allow for such variable to be directly 

determined. However, by tracing data flow through certain 

registers in the NIU, it is possible to estimate the values 

of these performance factors. 

The determination of the ring data throughput is 

straight forward. It is determined by counting the number of 

line bits appearing at the output ring connection of the NIU. 

From the simulation it was determined hat the lower throughput 

limit is 250 Mbps and the upper limit is 625 Mbps. 

To estimate the latency of the NIU it is necessairy to 

trace a signal through the NIU. This was done for the JK 

starting delimiter pair. Since the data link layer is 

designed to have uniform latency for all data, it is assumed 

that the latency will remain constant regardless of which 

finite state machine is active or whether or not the NIU is 

receiving or transmitting data. The estimated latency of the 

NIU is 111 line bits. This is equivalent to 177.6 nanoseconds 
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at 625 Mbps and 444 nanoseconds at 250 Mbps. 

4.5 PACnet NIU Implementation 

4.5.1 Digital Hardware Technologies 

Given the requirements of PACnet it is technologically 

possible to implement the PACnet •NIU using available 

electronic devices. The fastest and most power consuming 

technologies are Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and silicon bipolar 

emitter coupled logic (ECL). Currently available commercially 

are medium scale integration and large scale integration 

circuits operating in excess of 1 Giga Hertz [VIT89]. A 

technology that combines high speed with low power consumption 

is BiCMOS, where complementary metal oxide silicon (CMOS)' 

transistors are combined with bipolar transistors on the same 

chip. BiCMOS can operate at frequencies around 100 MHz. 

CMOS, or complementary metal oxide silicon technology offers 

the lowest power consumption with the lowest speed, typically 

less than 20 MHz. 

It is an acknowledged problem in high speed networks 

that the actual throughput to the host is only a small 

fraction of the line data rate. This is generally attributed 

to the mismatch between the speeds of various hardware and 

software components in the node [SKOSQj. Therefore it is very 

important that the technologies used to implement the NIU 

allow each component to function at its optimum speed. To do 
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this economically will require the use of different circuit 

technologies for different components. What follows is only 

an estimate of the technologies needed, based on the clock 

speeds of the NIU components. 

To implement the physical layer, ECL or GaAs can be 

used. Due to its lower cost and greater availablity, ECL 

technology should be used. The clock speed of the MAC finite 

state machines, 8 to 32 bit converters, and the memory 

controllers is ten times slower than the line rate — 25 to 

62.5 Mhz. Therefore, BiCMOS technology should be used for 

these devices. 

The buffer memories are organized for 32 bit words. 

Thus, their clock speeds are between 6.25 and 15.625 MHz. 

This means that when the memory address is accessed it must 

provide output data within 64 to 160 nanoseconds. This is 

easily achievable with off-the-shelf RAM technology. The 

Interface Bus also has a clock speed between 6.25 and 15.625 

MHz. 

The digital components of the NIU can be implemented 

using gate array, semi-custom, or custom integrated circuits. 

Since layout technology is changing so rapidly, a specific 

technology is not given here. 

4.5.2 Optical Fiber Technolocrv 
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The fiber used in this application should support the 

ring data rate and be economical. For these reasons, a graded 

index fiber (GRIN) should be used with PACnet. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

A computer network is a highly complex system. Many 

things must be considered in its design. This work addressed 

the implementation issues of the data link layer and physical 

layer of the PACnet protocol early in the design stage of this 

network. Using an advanced VLSI simulation tool, it was 

possible to refine the initial description of the NIU and 

propose an architecture suitable to perform the required 

functions at the required level of performance. 

5.1 Current Constraints 

The NIU is designed to function at a data rate between 

200 - 500 Mbps. Simulation has shown that this is possible 

with the proposed design. Given the complexity of the PACnet 

protocol, the implementation will require costly electronics. 

In any fiber optic network, the network throughput rate is 

constrained by the relatively slow speed of the electronic 

interfaces at each node. Until practical switching devices 

operating in the optical domain are available, optical 
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communications networks will be limited to throughput rates 

of several gigabits/second. 

The real constraint on the NIU performance will be 

whether the Host station can maintain the data rate of the 

ring and avoid a bottle-neck at the data link layer-host 

interface. It is very possible that bottle-necks could occur 

at the higher levels in the network. 

5.2 Future Work 

Before constructing a protocol PACnet, further work 

must be performed.' First of all, the PACnet protocol 

performance should be compared to currently available standard 

high speed protocols, such as FDDI. Such a comparision should 

take place the network protocol in a PACS environment. 

To further develop the PACnet NIU, an easy method for 

varying the clock and clock recovery components should first 

be developed. Then the implementation of the NIU hardware 

should be considered. This design does not give all of the 

details needed to build the NIU using the previously 

suggested electronic technologies. It is still necsesary to 

synthesize logic network listings, perform simulations on the 

physical electronic level, and generate actual VLSI and LSI 

layout designs. 
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